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ABSTRACT 

In large distributed systems which are based on cloud computing, the resources are shared 

to the clients. In these systems , there must be some service level agreement between the 

clients and the provider of the service. In Quality of Service, some constraints such as 

priority, response time and fault tolerance must be taken into consideration.  

In this paper , we present a permission based group mutual distributed algorithm. The group 

mutual distributed algorithm is a generalization of mutual exclusion problem. In group 

mutual exclusion algorithm, processes in the same group  can enter the critical section 

simultaneously.  

Keywords: Cloud computing, Quality of Service, Group mutual exclusion. 

1.0 Introduction 

Cloud computing model provide on-demand network access to shared resources[4]. The 

services of cloud computing are hosted on a series of virtual machines running over the 

physical machines. The property of cloud elasticity must be fulfilled. The cloud elasticity is 

the ability to provide the cloud resources to different processes dynamically. In large 

distributed systems which are based on cloud computing, the resources are shared to the 

clients. There must be some Service Level Agreement between the clients and service 

provider. In SLA, the QoS[10] is the main issue. The changing needs of the cloud computing 

must be taken into consideration. The new properties of cloud computing such as scalability, 

fault tolerance and QoS must be considered while developing the new algorithm. Since 

applications in cloud computing share resources, concurrent access to them might be critical 

in order to avoid inconsistencies. These resources are considered as critical section and 
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concurrent access to these resources must be done carefully and some mutual exclusion 

algorithm must be there.  

The three basic approaches for implementing distributed mutual exclusion are used. These 

are: Token based approach[2][8][16], Non token based approach[6][7][14][20] and Quorum 

based approach[5][17][18]. 

In token based approach, a logical token representing the access right to the shared 

resource is passed in a regulated manner among the sites. The site who is having the token 

is allowed to enter the critical section. Mutual exclusion is ensured because the token is 

unique. The algorithms based on this approach have to search the token .These types of 

algorithms provide better message complexity and easy to extend but the loss of token is 

the bottleneck . 

In non token based approach , each site freely and equally competes for the right to use the 

shared resource. The message are used among the sites to determine which site will enter 

the critical section. A site enters the critical section when an assertion, defined on its local 

variables become true. The assertion becomes true only at one site at a given time and it 

ensures the mutual exclusion. These type of Algorithms are fault tolerant but at the cost of 

increased message complexity. 

In quorum based approach, each site request permission to execute the critical  section 

from a subset of sites. This set of sites is called quorum. Any two quorums contains a 

common site. This common site is responsible to make sure that only one request executes 

the critical section at any time. These type of Algorithm have lesser message complexity 

because they have to take permission from the subset and not from all the processes in the 

system but the problem of creating and initialization of quorum is there.  

The most of the current mutual exclusion algorithms are not suitable for cloud computing 

because they do not consider cloud characteristics such as Quality of Service and fault 

tolerance. There are some algorithms which provide QoS [4][9][11][12]. In this paper we will 

present a group mutual algorithm which consider QoS based on Service Level agreement. 

The QoS requirement is important for any application because they are recorded between 

customers and the system designers. Any violation from QoS can lead to customer 

dissatisfaction. The QoS defined in our algorithm is priority , waiting time and response time.  
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2.0 Related Work: 

The problem of GME was firstly given by Yuh-Jeer Joung[25]. Joung proposed two different 

algorithm for GME. These are Joung’s broadcast based algorithm[23] and Joung’s quorum 

based algorithm[24]. Joung’s broadcast based algorithm was an extension of Ricart and 

Agarwala distributed mutual exclusion algorithm[20]. Joung proposed two algorithms RA1 

and RA2. In RA1, the process which wants to enter the critical section , sends a request 

message to all the processes and upon receiving reply message from all the processes, it 

enters the critical section. There are some concurrency related issues in RA1, which was 

later solved by using RA2. In Joung’s quorum based algorithm , the concept of quorum is 

used. A process has to obtain permission from all the processes in the quorum to enter 

critical section. For concurrency, Joung proposed two algorithms , the first one is 

Maekawa_M, which sends message in parallel and second one is  serial version called 

Maekawa_S, which obtains sequential permission from each process in quorum. These two 

algorithms avoids deadlock . 

In comparison to classical distributed systems , the working in cloud computing is different 

because it deals with different characteristics . The different characteristics in cloud 

computing includes fault-tolerance, QoS, scalability and priority. There are different priority 

based algorithms which are used for real time systems. These can be categorized as : 

(i)Static priority algorithms (ii) Dynamic priority algorithms. 

The priority in static priority algorithms remains the same. There is no priority inversions but 

it can lead to starvation as low priority processes cannot be able to enter the critical section. 

Housni and trehel[8] proposed an algorithm where sites with same priority forms the group. 

It uses router for external communication and the processes within the group communicate 

with each other by passing messages. When any process wants to enter the critical section, 

it sends the request and that request is forwarded to the root. The root sends the token 

request to the routers. In each group , the Raymond algorithm[19] is used.  

In dynamic priority algorithms, the priority of algorithm is increased with the passage of 

time. For increasing the priorities , different factors such as request time, level and distance 

are used in different algorithms. In Kanrar-Chaki[10] token based algorithm , which is based 
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on Raymond algorithm[19], the low priorities of pending requests are increased dynamically. 

In avoids starvation but increases priority inversions. Jonathan Lejeunl et al[12] proposed a 

token based algorithm where new concepts have been added in  Kanrar-Chaki[10] token 

based algorithm. These are level heuristics and level distance heuristics. Level heuristics 

postpones the priority increment of pending requests. In level distance heuristics , the 

processes are incremented according to the level of the tree. These two heuristics removes 

the drawbacks of the  Kanrar-Chaki[10] token based algorithm where the low priority 

processes frequently access the critical section which is priority inversion. In priority 

inversions, a low priority process has been granted the access to critical section before the 

high priority process which is violation of Service Level Agreement. Jonathan Lejeunl et al[13] 

proposed a new algorithm where the attempt is balance the priority inversions and 

response time of low priority processes. It uses the awareness concept which aims at 

reducing maximum response time whereas the number of priority inversions remains low. 

For this global view of pending requests is necessary.  

3.0 System Model: 

The distributed system consists of set of n processes and a set of communication channels. 

The distributed system is asynchronous and does not have global clock. Information is 

exchanged between different processes by passing message asynchronously. We have 

assumed that message delay is finite and processes are non faulty and channels are reliable.  

3.1 Group mutual exclusion problem: 

The problem of GME was firstly given by Yuh-Jeer Joung[18]. In GME problem the processes 

which are competing for the critical section , must be placed in the request queue. From the 

request queue the group will be assigned to the process after considering the different 

factors such as waiting time, execution time , priority , age and group size. If a process has 

been granted the privilege message of  a particular type, then this process will grant the 

requests of different processes of the same type. If there are n processes of the same type, 

then n processes can enter the critical section. 

Group mutual exclusion satisfies the following properties: 

Safety:  This property states that there will be only one privileged message  in the 

system. At any time , the number of privileged message  should not exceed more 
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than one which further states that if the two processes are of different group, then 

they cannot enter the critical section simultaneously. 

Liveliness: This property ensures that every process gets a chance to enter the 

critical section and it avoids unnecessary blocking and starvation. 

Concurrent entry:  If the processes belongs to the same type, then they can enter 

the critical section concurrently. 

3.2 Performance metrices: 

Message Complexity: It is the number of messages required to enter the critical 

section by any process.  

Concurrency: it is the number of processes which are in the critical section at a given 

time. 

Synchronization delay:  It is the time when process from the current session exits 

from the critical session and next process from the different session enters the 

critical section. 

4.0 A permission based distributed group mutual exclusion algorithm having Quality of 

Service: 

In this section , we will present a permission based distributed group mutual exclusion 

algorithm having QoS considering the different factors such as waiting time, priority and 

execution time. Our algorithm solves the critical section problem for distributed group 

mutual exclusion and also provide QoS. 

4.1 Outline: 

It is a permission based distributed group mutual exclusion algorithm in which different 

processes communicate by message passing. The root node has all the authority and it 

maintain information regarding all the processes. The root node maintains the global view 

of all the processes. When child node requests for the critical section , its value Vi(t) is 

calculated . This value is based on waiting time, priority and execution time of the process. 

This request is forwarded to the parent node along with Vi(t) value and from parent node to 

the root node. The parent node maintains all the information about the child nodes in its 

local queue. Now at parent node, it is checked whether it is having the privilege message or 

not. If the parent node is having the privilege message , it means that this parent node is 
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having the authority to grant the requests of a particular type of its child nodes. If the 

parent node  is not having privilege message or the type of the resource is different , the 

request is forwarded to root node. The root node maintains all such information in its global 

queue.  

The root node maintains a pool of different requests. At the root node , the requests for 

critical section of different processes is counted type wise. Then the group will be created 

based on number of counts of same types. Now the priority of the different groups  are 

calculated and these groups of different types  are sorted in ascending order.  It is explained 

in the section “Sorting the global queue”.  

The first process in the first group now holds the privilege message. It will act as parent 

node and  all other nodes will be its child node. The parent node and its child nodes can now 

enter the critical section i.e. they can be allowed to use the sharable resources concurrently.  

If some high priority process requests for the critical section of different type, the root node 

calculates the total priority of that group  and checks whether the priority exceeds the 

priority of currently executing group. If it is the case then the interrupt message is sent to 

the node which is having the privilege message. On receiving the Interrupt message, the 

parent node which is having the privilege message will send the Interrupt_ack message after 

its child node finishes critical section execution. The root in response to the Interrupt_ack 

message will send the privilege message to the first process of different type.  

4.2 Sorting the global queue: 

In various algorithms , queues are sorted by using FIFO policy. But FIFO policy does not 

consider different factors such as waiting time, priority and execution time. These 

parameters are important for the applications. We will use the formula which  allow us to 

insert  a new process in request queue. Suppose if Si is requesting the critical section , then 

its request will be forwarded to the Sp. If Sp is not  having the privilege message, then Si 

request will be forwarded to Sr through Sp including its Vi(t) value. Sr will maintain 

information about all requests. Here the number of requests of different type will be 

counted. Based on largest to smallest count, the groups will be formed. Now the total 

priority of groups will be calculated. Suppose if Si is having priority Pi, then its value Vi(t) is 

calculated as: 
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Vi(t)= *Pi*  

Where RWT= LT-(ET+Il+e) 

ED= hi-1 

pi=Priority of initiator site of request 

hi=Initial Lamport stamp 

ED= Emission date of request 

RWT=Rest of request waiting time 

e= treatment time of request at a site. 

Il= Intermediate links 

Accordingly ,all the values of processes which belongs to the same group will be calculated 

and finally the total value is calculated. Now the different groups will be sorted based on 

this value.  

4.3 Description of the Algorithm: 

In this algorithm , five types of messages are used: 

Request: When a process send a request to enter into critical section. 

Reply: When some process sends reply message to another process. 

Exit: When the process releases the critical section. 

Privilege: The node which have the authority to grant access to critical section. 

Interrupt: When high priority process sends the request and total value of requests 

exceeds the current value. 

Different cases of the algorithm is discussed. 

Case1: When a site Si(Child node) wants to enter the critical section , it defines its expiration 

time and execution time in critical section. It then calculates the value Vi(t). Then the 

request of Si along with its Vi(t) value is send to the parent node(Sp). At Sp it is checked 

whether waiting time has reached or not. If waiting time is reached then this message will 

be deleted from the local queue. From the parent node , it is forwarded to root node Sr.  

The root node maintains a pool of different requests. At the root node , the requests for 

critical section of different processes is counted type wise. Then the group will be created 

based on number of counts of different types. Now the value Vi(t) of the different groups  

are calculated and these groups of different types  are sorted in descending order. If Sp 
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belongs to the first group, which is having the highest value and if it is the first process in 

that group, then a privilege message is send to the Sp. Sp which is the  parent node and all 

other processes become the child node of Sp. All these processes can enter the critical 

section concurrently. The tree is rearranged dynamically according to these changing values. 

Case 2: If some other process Sj of Sp sends a request of same type to enter the critical 

section ,then its request is forwarded to the Sp. Since Sp is having the privilege message, it 

has the authority to grant the access to Sj directly.  

Case 3: If some process Sk sends the request with higher priority and its type  is different , 

then its request will be forwarded to the root node. Root node now calculates the total 

value of all the processes waiting in the global queue . If this value exceeds the current 

value , then interrupt message will be send to the Sp. Sp now send the Interrupt_ack 

message to Sr once the processes which have entered the critical section, finished their 

execution. Now the reply will be send to Sk, and all the processes in the group including Sk 

will enter the critical section.  

Case 4: If all the requests of local queue Sp are fulfilled , the Sp will send a exit message and 

delete the messages in the local queue. It also returns the privilege message to Sr. On 

encountering the exit message , the Sr will remove all the information of that group in the 

global queue. Now if second group in the global queue will have the maximum value, then 

all the processes of that group can enter into the critical section.   

4.4 Pseudo code of the algorithm: 

Variables: 

pi=Priority of initiator site of request 

hi=Initial Lamport stamp 

ED= Emission date of request 

RWT=Rest of request waiting time 

e= treatment time of request at a site. 

Il= Intermediate links 

S= Maximum number of processes of particular type in Sr 

Msg=Message of particular type.  

Type= Request of particular type of resource 
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Si=Request site 

Sc= Current site 

Sp=Parent site of current site 

Sr= Root site 

Lt= Latest timestamp of CS exit 

Et= CS execution time 

Local_queue= Local queue at parent node 

Global queue= Global queue at the root node 

Message having the following attributes: 

Identification 

Vi(Value of Si at a particular site) 

 

 

Initialization 

Procedure init() 

  Flag=0 

 Granted=0 

 Msg=nil 

 Local_queue=Ø 

 Global_queue=Ø 

  

 

Procedure Request() 

for(i=0;i<=n;i++) 

 Count the number of processes of different types. 

 Form the groups of similar types. 

 Calculate priority of groups. 

 Sort the groups in ascending order.  

If(Si==p1) and (Msgi==request) 

  Send privilege message to p1 
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 Else If(Si==g1)and (Si!=root) 

  Send message to Sp 

  Insert message in local_queue 

 Else if (typei!=x) 

  Send message to Sr 

  Insert message in global_queue 

 Else if (msgi==Interrupt) 

  Call Interrupt() 

 Else 

  Reject message 

   

Procedure exit() 

 for(i=0;i<=n;i++) 

  flag=o 

  granted=0 

  msgi=exit 

  do 

   (IdSi==Idmessagei)and(Typei==x) 

    Remove message from local_queue 

  While(IdSi==IdMessagei) 

  If(Sc==root) 

   Send message to Sr 

  Else 

   Send message to Sc 

Procedure Process_message() 

for(i=0;i<=n;i++) 

while(flag==0) 

 receive message from Si 

 if(msgi==request) and(typei==x) and(wt>t) 

  if(Sc==root) 
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   insert message in global_queue 

  else if (typei!=x) 

   send message to Sr 

  else if(msg==Interrupt) 

   call Interrupt() 

  else  

   delete message 

 if(msgi==reply) and (Typei==x) and (Sp==p1) 

  If(Sc==Si) 

   Flag=1 

   Granted=1 

   Enter in CS 

 If(msgi==Interrupt) and(Typei!=x) and(Sp==p1) 

  If(Sc==Sk) 

   Flag=1 

   Granted=1 

   Enter in CS 

 If(msgi==exit) 

  Granted=0 

  Do 

    If(t>RWT) or (IdSi==IdMessagek) 

   Remove message from local_queuep 

  While(IdSi==IdMessagek) 

  If(Sc==root) 

   Granted=1 

   Send reply message to Sr 

  Else 

   Send exit message to Sp 
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Procedure Interrupt() 

  

  If(Sk==request) and (Vk>Vi) 

  Calculate priority of groups 

   If(priority(gi)<priority(gk) 

    Send interrupt message to Sp of g1 

   If(msg==Interrupt) 

    Msgi=exit 

    Send Interrupt_ack toSk 

    Send reply message to Sk 

    Call Process_message() 

 

5.0 Theoretical analysis of the algorithm: 

This algorithm satisfies safety, liveliness and concurrency properties. Also this algorithm is 

starvation free.  

Proof of safety: 

Assertion: If two processes Pi and Pj are executing the critical section concurrently, then the 

session must belong to same type. 

Proof: In this algorithm , it is mentioned that only one process will hold the privilege 

message. The child of the node which is holding the privilege message will enter the critical 

section concurrently. Suppose that if Pi is having the privilege message and Pj requests the 

critical section, then type of Pj must be same as that of Pi and it must belong to same group 

as Pi, then only Pi will be allowed to enter the critical section. If Pj request type is different, 

then it’s request must be forwarded to the root node and at the root node it is decided 

whether that the group which Pj belongs will be allowed to enter the critical section or not. 

It proves the safety property. 

Liveliness: 

Assertion: Every process gets a chance to enter the critical section and it avoids unnecessary 

blocking. 
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In our algorithm, processes of a particular type forms the group. The group will be sorted in 

ascending order according to the values calculated in the groups. The value Vi which is  

calculated  is based on different factors such as waiting time , priority and execution time. 

Whenever the total value of another group exceeds the current value, the Interrupt 

message will be raised. Also with the passage of time, the value Vi increases. It allows the 

low priority processes to enter the critical section.  

It proves our liveliness property.  

 

 

Deadlock does not occur in the system: 

Assertion: The different nodes will be in deadlock state when there is no node in the critical 

section and all the requests for critical section cannot be fulfilled.  

Proof: In our algorithm , if the parent node Sp has the privilege message, then it will send 

the exit message when all its children node(including itself) finishes executing the critical 

section . There is a mechanisms so that other processes can enter the critical section in a 

mutual exclusion manner. Also we have associated a waiting time with the processes and if 

the waiting time exceeds , then the messages will be deleted from the local queue. It 

ensures that processes will keep on executing the critical section.  

Hence deadlock does not occurs in the system. 

Starvation free: 

Assertion: Assertion: Starvation occurs when one process must wait indefinitely to enter the 

critical section even when other processes are entering and exiting critical section. 

Starvation is impossible when every request in the critical section is fulfilled. 

Proof: In our algorithm , the node does not have to wait for a indefinite time because with 

the passage of time , the value Vi(t) increases. If a process sends a request with low priority , 

then at some time it’s  value will become high thus having greater chances of entering into 

critical section.  

Hence our algorithm is starvation free. 
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Group mutual exclusion is achieved: 

Assertion: Different processes of different groups will be allowed to enter critical section in 

a group exclusion manner. 

Proof: If two same type processes Pi and Pj requests for the critical section at the same time, 

then they will be allowed to enter the critical section. If some other processes of different 

type requests for the critical section and their group value exceed the current group value, 

then after sending the Interrupt message and getting the Interrupt_ack message , these 

processes can enter the critical section. 

Concurrency:  

Assertion: If two different processes Pi and Pj belongs to the same type, then they can enter 

the critical section concurrently. 

Proof: From the algorithm, it is established that if two processes Pi and Pj requests the 

critical section and their type is same, they will be allowed to enter the critical section. 

 

Performance analysis: In our algorithm, processes require log2(N) request message, 

log2(N)reply messages and log2(N) exit messages in the worst case. It also require one 

privilege message, one Interrupt message and one Interrupt_ack message. So the worst case 

complexity is 3log2(N)+3 messages. In our algorithm , the messages will be deleted or 

requests will be cancelled once the waiting time exceeds. It ensures the proper utilization of 

the bandwidth and give chance to higher priority processes to enter the critical section.  

 Message complexity: 3log2(N)+3 messages 

Synchronization delay: The main aim here is to determine the number of message between 

exiting of critical section and entering of other process into the critical section. At some time, 

a process must leave the critical section. When one group leave the critical section and 

sends the exit message, the other group will enter the critical section as soon as it receives 

the exit message. So the synchronization delay is one message hop. 

Concurrency: 

The maximum concurrency of this algorithm is n. 

If n processes request the critical section and their type is same then they will be allowed to 

enter the critical section simultaneously.  
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6.0 Conclusion and future scope: 

We have presented a group mutual exclusion algorithm allowing Quality of Service. The 

Quality of Service is essential in providing Service Level Agreement between the clients and 

service provider.  It is one of the requirement in applications such as cloud computing. Our 

algorithm is based on group mutual exclusion concept . Here different processes under one 

group can access the critical section simultaneously. In this algorithm, the group priority is 

calculated which is based on different factors such as waiting time, execution time and 

priority of the processes. The requests of the processes whose waiting time is reached will 

be deleted from the local queue or the global queue. It saves the bandwidth which can be 

used for granting access to high priority processes. In this algorithm , some extra messages 

have been used i.e. Privilege, Interrupt and Interrupt_ack message. If some process with 

high priority request for the critical section , then it’s request will be forwarded to the root 

node . At the root node, the group priority of the requesting process will be calculated. If it 

exceed the current value, then an Interrupt message is send to the currently executing 

group and after getting the Interrupt_ack message, the processes under that group can 

enter the critical section. 

In this case we have not considered the case of fault tolerance. Also simulation can be 

conducted on this algorithm. These can be considered as future work.  
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